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Abstract
Background: Frozen section is one of the basic diagnostic tools implemented intraoperatively to elucidate the requirement of lymph node
dissection, however diagnostic accuracy is a matter of debate among various research groups in oncological centers all over the globe.

Methodology: A retrospective clinical research trial that recruited 90 research study subjects having endometrial carcinoma in which
all recruited subjects Had histological grading and invasion level of muscular tissue planes assessed by usage of intraoperative frozen section
investigative tool from February 2016 till January 2019.

Results: The comparative analyses of the Risk of Lymph-Node Metastasis between the Preoperative, frozen section and Permanent-Section
Diagnoses in the 90 Patients with Endometrial Carcinoma in which as regards preoperative diagnosis in comparison to permanent section
diagnosis concerning low risk, intermediate risk, high risk, total accuracy was 57.69%, 50.00%, 53.33%, 53.3% consecutively ,whereas frozen
section diagnosis accuracy as regards low risk, intermediate risk, high risk, total accuracy was 88.46%, 73.53%, 66.67%, 75.6% consecutively.

Conclusions and recommendations: The current research study have shown the superiority of frozen section over MRI and various
perioperative assessment tools in evaluating accurately invasiveness, grade and lymph node disease ,however the current research study findings
should be interpreted with caution as other modes for diagnosis are gaining privilege over cosurgical practice such as sentinel lymph node
mapping.

Introduction
Cancer endometrium is basically managed by total abdominal hysterectomy and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, however
the challenging surgical decision is the pelvic lymph adenectomy that could be required in advanced stages of the disease.
The challenge arises since routine performance of pelvic lymph
adenectomy is not required in all cases [1,2]. Frozen section is
one of the basic diagnostic tools implemented intraoperatively
to elucidate the requirement of lymph node dissection, however diagnostic accuracy is a matter of debate among various research groups in oncological centers all over the globe, besides it
is crucial to determine the staging of the disease in a meticulous
manner since that would elucidate the best management protocol after commencement of surgery. Side effects arising from
total pelvic lymphadnectomy such as lower limb lymph edema is
one of the corner stone issues that could affect the 5 year patient
survival rate [3,4]. Researchers all over the globe are having increased interest in revealing the best diagnostic tool effective intraoperatively to elucidate the presence of metastasis within the
lymph nodes as that would affect the quality of care and extent
of surgery required ,even post-operative chemo or radio therapy
would be determined by the lymph node affection issue [5,6].
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Para-aortic lymphadenectomy and omentectomy are also,
like the pelvic nodes, if the histological grade is endometrioid G1
or G2 and muscular invasion is shallow, the metastasis probabil
ity is low and the value gained by the patient from para-aortic
lymphadenectomy and omentectomy is small [7,8]. Muscular
invasion degree and histological grading denotes and clarifies
for the gyne-oncologic surgeon whether lymphadenectomy and
omentectomy are required to be performed. Prior research studies have revealed and displayed that , the diagnostic accuracy of
muscular invasion by implementing magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), transvaginal sonography and intraoperative macroscopic
observation was 54-90%, 73-87% and 74-91%, consecutively
interestingly the precision of determining histologic grading by
usage of endometrial biopsy preoperatively was mentioned by
various research groups of investigators to be around 35% to
97% [9-11].
Clinical diagnoses based on evaluating degree of invasiveness of muscular tissue planes and histological grading by usage
of MRI preoperatively and biopsy could result in over underestimation of lymph-node metastasis risk. Since over grading of
the disease extension causes performance of needless lymph001
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adenectomy, that raises time period of surgical performance and
increase the rate of complications that are correlated to the procedure. Underestimation raises the clinical risk recurrence of the
disease from affected lymph nodes after completion of surgical
procedure and could cause missed crucial postoperative management pathway in the form of chemo or radio therapy according to surgical case scenario. Endometrial cancer even at early
stages requires multidisciplinary management team that aids in
clarification of the best management pathway that is tailored according to the patient needs and intraoperative findings [12-14].

Usage of intraoperative frozen section for diagnosis could reduce unrequired lymphadenectomy and on the other hand could
raise the rate of persistence of diseased lymph nodes. Various
researchers in the field of gyne-oncology have shown that frozen section is a useful diagnostic tool in determining histological
grade and muscular invasion intraoperatively in comparison and
contrast to routine preoperative assessment protocols [15,16].

histological grade was G1 or G2. Cases within the high-risk group
had ≥1/2 muscular wall invasion or a histologically high grade.
Consequently, statistical calculation of preoperative assessment
and frozen-section diagnosis accuracy levels was determined.

Statistical Analysis

Data were collected, revised, coded and entered to the Statistical Package for Social Science (IBM SPSS) version 23 and presented as numbers and percentages. McNemar test was used to
compare the accuracies of the preoperative evaluation and frozen-section diagnoses. The confidence interval was set to 95%
and the margin of error accepted was set to 5%.

Result

Table 1: Basic characteristics of the total research study cohort.
Age (years)
Stage, no. (%)

Methodology

A retrospective clinical research trial that recruited 90 research study subjects having endometrial carcinoma in which
all recruited subjects Had histological grading and invasion level of muscular tissue planes assessed by usage of intraoperative
frozen section investigative tool from February 2016 till January
2019 at Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Zagazig University, Egypt. Biopsy specimens preoperatively was obtained
by usage of endometrial curettage, Preoperative invasiveness of
muscular tissue planes have been assessed by using MRI. Cases
have been categorized into three categories: endometrioid G1,
endometrioid G2 and high-grade malignancy (endometrioid
G3, serous, clear cell), and preoperative evaluation and frozen
section diagnosis accuracy have been statistically calculated. As
regards invasiveness of muscular tissue planes cases have been
categorized into three categories: no muscular invasion, below
½ wall invasion and ≥½ wall invasion, and the accuracy of the
preoperative assessment and frozen-section diagnosis have been
statistically calculated. As regards lymph nodes disease risk cases recruited were categorized into three risk groups (low, intermediate and high) according to the risk for lymph-node metastasis.
Cases within the low-risk group had no muscular invasion
and the histological grade was G1 or G2. Cases within the intermediate- risk group had below ½ wall muscular invasion and the

54.5±3.7

IA

52 (57.8%)

II

2 (2.2%)

IB

21 (23.3%)

IIIA

5 (5.6%)

IIIB

1 (1.1%)

IIIC1

4 (4.4%)

IIIC2

5 (5.6%)

Grade, no. (%)
G1

58 (64.4%)

G2

32 (35.6%)

Risk classification, no. (%)
High grade

8 (8.9%)

Low risk

26 (28.9%)

High risk

30 (33.3%)

Intermediate risk

26 (28.9%)

Table 1 reveals and displays that the mean age +/-SD
=54.5±3.7 years, 52 cases representing 57.8% of the cohort had
stage IA disease, 21 cases representing 23.3% of the total cohort
had stage IB, whereas 58 cases had G1 representing 64.4% and
32 cases had G2 representing 35.65% of the total cohort .additionally according to risk classification 30 cases have been classified as high risk representing 33.3% of cases ,26 cases in each
category low and intermediate risk representing each 28.9% of
the total number of cases, High grade category was present in 8
cases representing 8.9% of cases total number.

Table 2: Comparison of the Tumor Grade between the Preoperative, frozen section and Permanent-Section Diagnoses in the 90 Patients
with Endometrial Carcinoma.
Permanent-Section Diagnosis
G1

G2

High grade
Total

002

Preoperative Diagnosis
Unknown

No Tumor

G1

4

3

44

1

1

4

9

2

6

G2
3

High Grade
0

9

11

0

56

15

4

3

1

4

Total
54

Accuracy
81.48%

26

42.31%

90

65.60%

10

40.00%
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Frozen-Section Diagnosis

Permanent-Section Diagnosis

Total

Accuracy

0

53

86.79%

3

9

Unknown

No Tumor

G1

G2

High Grade

G1

1

3

46

3

High grade

0

0

G2

1

Total

2

0

13

13

1

3

62

19

4

3

3

28

46.43%

90

68.90%

33.33%

Figure 1: Comparison of the Tumor Grade between the Preoperative, frozen section and Permanent-Section Diagnoses in the 90 Patients
with Endometrial Carcinoma.

Table 2 and Figure 1 reveal and display the comparative analysis between preoperative , frozen section and Permanent-Section Diagnoses in the 90 cases having Endometrial Carcinoma in
which in comparison to permanent section diagnosis preoperative diagnosis at G1,G2, high grade, total accuracy was 81.48 %,

42.31%, 40.00%, 65.6% consecutively .whereas in comparison
to permanent section diagnosis frozen section diagnosis at G1,
G2, high grade, total accuracy was 86.79%, 46.43%, 33.33%,
68.9% consecutively.

Table 3: Comparison of the Tumor Grade between the Preoperative, frozen section and Permanent-Section Diagnoses in the 90 Patients with
Endometrial Carcinoma.
Permanent-Section Diagnosis

Preoperative MRI Diagnosis

Accuracy

1

30

63.33%

5

20

31

64.52%

> 1/2

Invasion present

No invasion

< 1/2

> 1/2

No invasion

0

1

19

9

> 1/2

2

2

2

< 1/2
Total

Permanent-Section Diagnosis
No invasion

1

3

3

5

8

17

28

31
< 1/2

Frozen-Section Diagnosis

Unknown

Invasion Present

No Invasion

1

0

25

0

1

< 1/2

0

Total

1

> 1/2

0
1

Table 3 and Figure 2 reveal and display the comparison of the
Muscular Invasion between the Preoperative MRI, frozen section and Permanent-Section Diagnoses in the 90 Patients with
Endometrial Carcinoma, in which in comparison to permanent
section diagnosis Preoperative MRI Diagnosis as regards no invasion, <1/2, >1/2, total accuracy was 63.33%, 54.84%, 64.52%,
60.9% consecutively, whereas frozen section diagnosis in comparison to permanent section diagnosis as regards no invasion,
<1/2, >1/2, total accuracy was 89.29%, 77.42%, 61.29%, 75.6%
consecutively.
003

Total

Unknown

2

6

24

34

35

2

9

2

22

31
92

54.84%
60.90%

Total

Accuracy

0

28

89.29%

19

31

61.29%

1

20

31
90

77.42%
75.60%

Table 4 and Figure 3 reveals and displays the comparative
analyses of the Risk of Lymph-Node Metastasis between the Preoperative, frozen section and Permanent-Section Diagnoses in
the 90 Patients with Endometrial Carcinoma in which as regards
preoperative diagnosis in comparison to permanent section diagnosis concerning low risk, intermediate risk, high risk, total
accuracy was 57.69%, 50.00%, 53.33%, 53.3% consecutively,
whereas frozen section diagnosis accuracy as regards low risk,
intermediate risk, high risk, total accuracy was 88.46%, 73.53%,
66.67%, 75.6% consecutively .
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Figure 2: Comparison of the Muscular Invasion between the Preoperative MRI, frozen section and Permanent-Section Diagnoses in the 90
Patients with Endometrial Carcinoma.
Table 4: Comparison of the Risk of Lymph-Node Metastasis between the Preoperative, frozen section and Permanent-Section Diagnoses in the
90 Patients with Endometrial Carcinoma.
Permanent-Section Diagnosis

Preoperative Diagnosis
Unknown

Low Risk

Low risk

3

15

High risk

7

4

Intermediate risk
Total

6

8

Total

Accuracy

1

26

57.69%

16

30

53.33%

Intermediate Risk

High Risk

7
3

17

16

27

Unknown

Low Risk

Intermediate Risk

High Risk

Low risk

1

23

2

0

High risk

2

2

6

20

Permanent-Section Diagnosis

Intermediate risk
Total

0
3

27

3

Frozen-Section Diagnosis

7

25

31

35

20

34
90

50.00%
53.30%

Total

Accuracy

26

88.46%

30

66.67%

2

34

21

90

73.53%
75.60%

Figure 3: Comparison of the Risk of Lymph-Node Metastasis between the Preoperative, frozen section and Permanent-Section Diagnoses
in the 90 Patients with Endometrial Carcinoma.

Discussion
Endometrial carcinoma a challenging oncological surgical
procedure as regards the extent of the procedure that should be
004

performed ,various anatomical ,diagnostic and medical challenging issues arise .Frozen section diagnosis of the disease extent
is one of the diagnostic tools that are implemented to reveal the
extent of lymph nodes affected by the disease [17,18].
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The current research study findings revealed the following
in which comparative analysis between preoperative, frozen section and Permanent-Section Diagnoses in the 90 cases having
Endometrial Carcinoma in which in comparison to permanent
section diagnosis preoperative diagnosis at G1, G2, high grade,
total accuracy was 81.48%, 42.31%, 40.00%, 65.6% consecutively. whereas in comparison to permanent section diagnosis
frozen section diagnosis at G1, G2, high grade, total accuracy
was 86.79%, 46.43%, 33.33%, 68.9% consecutively. Besides
the current research results revealed that preoperative MRI Diagnosis as regards no invasion, <1/2, >1/2, total accuracy was
63.33%, 54.84%, 64.52%, 60.9% consecutively, whereas frozen
section diagnosis in comparison to permanent section diagnosis
as regards no invasion, <1/2, >1/2, total accuracy was 89.29%,
77.42%, 61.29%, 75.6% consecutively. Finally preoperative diagnosis in comparison to permanent section diagnosis concerning
low risk, intermediate risk, high risk, total accuracy was 57.69%,
50.00%, 53.33%, 53.3% consecutively, whereas frozen section
diagnosis accuracy as regards low risk, intermediate risk, high
risk, total accuracy was 88.46%, 73.53%, 66.67%, 75.6% consecutively.
Determination of nodal metastasis risk and lymphadnectomy requirement is liable for diagnostic errors. Using alternative,
sentinel lymph node mapping and ultra-staging besides frozen
section diagnosis are implemented in endometrial carcinoma
surgical management guidelines. Interestingly prior research
findings justify the usage of sentinel lymph node biopsy in preliminary endometrial carcinaoma surgery as a counter balance
to intra frozen section diagnostic errors, reducing their negative
impact on patient care as revealed by various research groups of
investigators [19,20].
It was proposed and suggested by various gyneoncological
surgeons to conduct Sentinel lymph node mapping for all endo
metrial carcinoma cases. Cases misclassified by intraoperative
frozen section, sentinel lymph node is an effective supplement
that provides useful prognostic information. A prior research
study have shown that 22% of cases recruited were misdiagnosed by frozen section, and that those errors could have caused
14 patients receiving the wrong staging procedure e.g. unnecessary lymphadenectomy, 10 cases would have omitted crucial
lymph node evaluation [1,3,9].

Diagnosing high-grade tumor types (e.g. serous, clear cell,
sarcoma) on frozen section could be a challenging oncological
issue, even in presence of preoperative diagnoses have been
made available. It was revealed and displayed by various prior
research teams of investigators that intra operative frozen section sensitivity was statistically significantly lower for G3 tumors
(78%) in Comparison to G1 and G2 (89.3% and 91.1% Consecutively). [2,7,11].

Histopathologists could easily misdiagnose high-grade tumors. Furthermore prior investigators have mentioned an interested fact that 60% of frozen section errors arise due to sampling
005

and 40% to pathologist interpretation issues however diagnostic
skills of histopathologists could be enhanced by focused training,
on the other hand intraoperative frozen section errors appear to
be unavoidable due to intrinsic restrictions and time limits. Interestingly a prior research team of investigators Have used sentinel lymph node in all recruited cases and ignored widespread
frozen section diagnostic histopathological approach, limiting
its usage to cases having failed sentinel lymph node mapping
[13,15,19].

Conclusion and Recommendations

The current research study have shown the superiority of frozen section over MRI and various perioperative assessment tools
in evaluating accurately invasiveness, grade and lymph node disease ,however the current research study findings should be interpreted with caution as other modes for diagnosis are gaining
privilege in oncosurgical practice such as sentinel lymph node
mapping .Future research efforts are required to be multicentric
in fashion putting in consideration comparative analysis of all
used diagnostic tools preoperatively and intraoperatively avail
able for the managing team that would future clinical guideline
implementation.
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